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Professional Behavior In Physical Therapist Educational Programs: Perspectives of Selected Senior Faculty

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to analyze how selected senior instructors in physical therapist educational programs define and seek to impart information on professional behavior. Methods: A qualitative case study approach was used to gather data from eight instructors teaching in four physical therapist educational programs in a selected region. Each interview was analyzed as an individual case study, followed by a cross case analysis to identify common themes. Results: Interpretational analysis using a process of constant comparison revealed nine common themes: 1) Instructors found it difficult to broadly define professional behavior. 2) Instructors expect students to be on time. 3) Instructors expect students to speak and act with courtesy and respect. 4) Instructors expect students to communicate appropriately. 5) Instructors expect students to dress appropriately. 6) Instructors expect students to participate in class. 7) Instructors consciously model professional behavior as a way to communicate their expectations. 8) Instructors give instructions and provide students with feedback about professional behavior. 9) Instructors do not attach a specific grade to professional behavior. Conclusions: Although instructors indicated a lack of confidence in consistency regarding professional behavior expectations, the themes that emerged in this study fit within existing descriptions of professional behavior for clinical physical therapists. Instructor perceptions of strategies for conveying information about professional behavior to students were consistent with existing literature on modeling and explicit teaching.
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to analyze how selected senior instructors in physical therapist educational programs define and seek to impart information on professional behavior. Methods: A qualitative case study approach was used to gather data from eight instructors teaching in four physical therapist educational programs in a selected region. Each interview was analyzed as an individual case study, followed by a cross case analysis to identify common themes. Results: Interpretational analysis using a process of constant comparison revealed nine common themes: 1) Instructors found it difficult to broadly define professional behavior. 2) Instructors expect students to be on time. 3) Instructors expect students to speak and act with courtesy and respect. 4) Instructors expect students to communicate appropriately. 5) Instructors expect students to dress appropriately. 6) Instructors expect students to participate in class. 7) Instructors consciously model professional behavior as a way to communicate their expectations. 8) Instructors give instructions and provide students with feedback about professional behavior. 9) Instructors do not attach a specific grade to professional behavior. Conclusions: Although instructors indicated a lack of confidence in consistency regarding professional behavior expectations, the themes that emerged in this study fit within existing descriptions of professional behavior for clinical physical therapists. Instructor perceptions of strategies for conveying information about professional behavior to students were consistent with existing literature on modeling and explicit teaching.

INTRODUCTION

As allied health professionals, physical therapists practice in a broad range of settings including but not limited to hospitals, outpatient clinics, schools, athletic facilities, and rehabilitation centers. The practice environment for physical therapists has become increasingly autonomous, and in many countries, health care systems allow patients/clients direct access to the services of a physical therapist without the requirement of a third party referral. Recent work by Bury and Stokes indicates that 58% of the member countries of the World Confederation for Physical Therapy (WCPT) report some form of direct access, also called self-referral. Direct access has been possible in Australia and in the US military healthcare system for over 30 years and more recently has been adopted to various degrees in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and many areas of Canada and non-military sectors of the United States. This increasingly autonomous practice environment requires high levels of professional responsibility. There is a societal presumption that professionals of all types, including allied health care professionals, will make decisions that are good for the individual and society as a whole, even when no one is watching. The behaviors that lead to successful management of this implicit social contract can be referred to as "professionalism."

Professionalism is the end result of a socialization process that imparts the knowledge, values, culture, and behaviors of a particular profession. For allied health professionals, the process of professional education may be viewed as a form of socialization, and it is the responsibility of professional educational programs to ensure that new graduates are able to meet acceptable minimal professional standards including professional behavior.

There is a global move to develop minimal professional standards of practice for physical therapists and many countries such as the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada (by province), and the United States have formally articulated practice standards. Professional behaviors are both implicitly and explicitly outlined in a variety of ways in these documents; however, all documents...
describe professional behaviors in the context of the clinical environment. Research regarding the professional behavior of students is similarly focused with previous work addressing primarily the expectations and perceptions of clinical educators regarding student behavior in the clinic environment.\textsuperscript{13,14}

The classroom educational setting is significantly different than the clinical educational setting, and research that takes place in the classroom setting may not translate to the classroom setting in terms of behavioral expectations and strategies for developing professional behaviors. The acquisition of knowledge, skills, and behaviors in the classroom educational setting is often divided into three dimensions according to Bloom's taxonomy: cognitive, psychomotor, and affective.\textsuperscript{15} The body of scientific knowledge needed to master the cognitive and psychomotor dimensions for a physical therapist is well defined and efficiently imparted to students through a variety of traditional teaching methods.\textsuperscript{16,17} There is little research, however, that defines and describes how the affective dimension -- the standards of behavior, values, and culture associated with the profession of physical therapy -- are defined by instructors in physical therapist educational programs and imparted by them to students.\textsuperscript{16}

Inappropriate behavior in both the classroom and the clinic has been identified as a concern by physical therapy academic administrators.\textsuperscript{17} A variety of inappropriate and unprofessional student behaviors have been reported. Cary reports aggressive confrontation of faculty by students, use of profane language, a lack of respect, and encroaching on personal space.\textsuperscript{18} Hayward et al reports incidents of students at clinical affiliations failing to show up on time, failing to follow the dress code, and making inappropriate statements to patients.\textsuperscript{17} Davis reports tardiness and lack of personal responsibility.\textsuperscript{19} These reports are of concern because there is a link between the level of professional practice and professional behavior and outstanding clinicians demonstrate highly developed professional behaviors.\textsuperscript{20} Physical therapists specifically and allied health professionals in general must demonstrate good professional behavior as well as good clinical skills for effective patient management.\textsuperscript{21}

There are few existing frameworks for defining and promoting professional behavior specifically aimed at students matriculating through the didactic component of physical therapist education, and those that exist use a strategy of self-assessment. In 1995, May et al introduced an approach they called “ability-based assessment” identifying ten “Generic Abilities” considered necessary for success as a physical therapist: Commitment to learning, interpersonal skills, communication skills, effective use of time and resources, use of constructive feedback, problem solving, professionalism, responsibility, critical thinking, and stress management.\textsuperscript{22} May et al further identified behavioral levels that they categorized as beginning, developing and advanced levels of competence. These levels were intended to reflect the behaviors a physical therapist student should demonstrate in each category at the end of the first year, the second year, and upon graduation from a physical therapist educational program. The Generic Abilities were validated by Jette and Portney in 2003.\textsuperscript{23}

The approach used by the Generic Abilities is one of self-assessment and reflection by the student. While this is a legitimate model of learning, it does not delineate the types of inappropriate behavior most likely to be encountered in the educational setting nor give suggestions as to how a faculty member might effectively address this behavior if student self-assessment is not successful. In 2010, Hayward and Blackmer proposed a model for teaching professional behavior to physical therapist students based on the “Core Values,” a description of professional behavior for physical therapists developed by the American Physical Therapy Association.\textsuperscript{24,25} While this model is specifically intended for the educational setting, as opposed to the clinical setting, like the Generic Abilities, this model also relies on self-assessment and reflection. Academic and clinical faculty continues to find it challenging to identify, evaluate, and effectively remediate inappropriate behavior.\textsuperscript{20,21} The purpose of this study was to describe how senior instructors in physical therapist educational programs define professional behavior and how they impart to students information about professional behavior in the context of teaching courses not specifically devoted to the topic of professional behavior.

METHODS
Researchers Perspective
The researcher conducted all the interviews, transcribed the recorded interviews, and analyzed the data. The research design was reviewed and data analysis was checked by an external reviewer experienced in qualitative research. The researcher is employed as a full time faculty member in a physical therapist educational program; however, during the period in which the study took place, the researcher was on leave and was not physically present at the place of employment and was not responsible for any teaching, administrative, or service activities and was not otherwise active in the academic community. The participants were known to the researcher but had no previous discussions with the researcher on the specific topic of this study prior to data collection. Nonetheless, the relationship of the researcher to the participants could have influenced the data collected.
Participants
Criterion sampling of experienced faculty members in physical therapist educational programs was determined to be the most logical approach for this study. A sample consisting of two faculty from each of four regional programs was selected based on the following criteria: Participants were employed in the region of interest, they were full time instructors in physical therapist educational programs, they had at least 10 years of full time teaching experience, and they taught at least one course during the academic year in which data was collected. Employment status and years of experience are considered private information in the region in which this study took place. As a result, participants were recruited by contacting the department chair of each program. Each department chair identified two individuals who met the criteria and were willing to participate. Instructors with greater years of experience were selected because they potentially had greater exposure over time to students, and as a result, more opportunities to develop strategies for teaching professional behavior. The sample was confined to a particular geographic region in order to minimize the potential differences in behavioral expectations as a result of regional social customs.

Research Design
This was a qualitative study using a strategy of naturalistic inquiry. As described by Patton, naturalistic inquiry takes place in a real-world setting as opposed to a laboratory or other controlled setting and does not attempt to manipulate the phenomenon of interest. This inquiry was conducted using a case study approach. Case study is the preferred methodology to answer “how” and “why” questions when the researcher has minimal control over events and when the focus of the research is on a phenomenon in a real-life setting. This approach was particularly appropriate because this study aimed to describe how instructors define and impart information about professional behavior in a real-life setting of classroom instruction in a physical therapist educational program. Each instructor was considered an individual case.

Data were gathered for each case using a standardized open-ended interview format. This format was chosen because it facilitates efficiency and the identification of common themes or patterns during cross-case analysis. The standardized interview questions were developed according to Patton’s description of a “truly open-ended question.” After initial development, each question was reviewed to assure that it would not result in a dichotomous (yes or no) response and that it only contained a singular idea. The final interview protocol is included as Appendix A. Each interview was transcribed verbatim and analyzed as an individual case. The individual cases were then grouped together and a cross-case analysis was conducted to identify common themes and patterns.

Multiple forms of data allow for triangulation, which may reveal convergence or inconsistencies in the findings not otherwise appreciable. A syllabus from each participant for a course taught in the current academic year was gathered after the interview and reviewed to investigate the convergence of results, searching for the presence or absence of information that was consistent or inconsistent with interview data. The overall research design and the final interview protocol were reviewed by an experienced qualitative researcher prior to proceeding with the study.

Data Collection Procedures
Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to data collection. In order to encourage candid responses to interview questions, participants were informed of the descriptive nature of the study and assured that the study was not evaluative. Additionally, participants were assured that data would be fastidiously reviewed in order to assure that no information would be published that would potentially identify the participant or the institution. Each interview was recorded in order to assure that a verbatim response was captured and also to remove the possibility of unconscious selection of data favoring bias by the interviewer. Participants were allowed to answer questions without interruption and were allowed as much time as they wished to talk on a specific topic. Syllabi were collected after the interview was completed.

Data Analysis
All recorded interview data were compiled and transcribed verbatim. The transcripts were analyzed using interpretational analysis. The text was broken into meaningful segments, those that contained one item of information. Segments that contained similar thoughts were grouped together to form themes. Themes were continually compared and revised in a process of constant comparison in order to define and clarify the meaning of each theme. This process was carried out twice. First, a within case analysis was conducted to provide a detailed description of each individual case and identify themes within the case. Second, a cross case analysis was conducted to identify themes that were present across all cases. Finally, syllabi were analyzed for the presence or absence of information that was relevant to the transcribed data. Data analysis was cross checked and results were confirmed by an experienced qualitative researcher.
RESULTS
Participants
Eight participants took part in this study. Participants were between the ages of 42 and 55 years old. Participants’ teaching experience ranged from 11 years of full-time instruction to 25 years of full-time instruction. Five of the participants were male and three were female. All of the participants were educated at the doctoral level, 8 participants with a PhD and 2 participants with a DPT (Doctor of Physical Therapy). Two of the programs were located in private, not-for-profit institutions, and two programs were located in public institutions. The institutions were divided evenly between urban and rural communities.

Themes
Nine common themes were identified: 1) Instructors thought it was hard to define professional behavior. 2) Student professional behavior includes being on time. 3) Student professional behavior includes speaking and acting with courteousness and respect. 4) Student professional behavior includes communicating appropriately. 5) Student professional behavior includes dressing appropriately. 6) Student professional behavior includes participating in class. 7) Instructors attempt to convey professional behavior to students by conscious modeling. 8) Instructors attempt to convey professional behavior to students by making expectations clear and giving feedback. 9) Instructors do not give students a grade in professional behavior as part of their courses.

Professional Behavior is Hard to Define
Although no clear theme emerged relative to the actual definition of professional behavior, seven of eight participants found the notion of defining professional behavior difficult. One instructor commented “goodness gracious that’s a hard one, can we stop that (the recorder) while I think?” Other comments were “that’s a tough one” and “it’s really a good question” and “It’s really hard for me to put my finger on that.” Several instructors noted that they really hadn’t given it much thought, while others simply fell silent when the question was asked.

Being On Time
Instructors without exception identified that professional behavior includes being on time to class. Being on time was described as mundane; however, “if that’s missing, you are not professional.” Several instructors noted that if a student was late, and they knew they were going to be late, they expected them to call and make this known to the instructor. When asked to describe a student who exceeds their expectations in terms of professional behavior, several instructors described this student as always on time. Conversely a student who was not meeting expectations in terms of professional behavior was described as always late.

Courtesy and Respect
Without exception, instructors identified that professional behavior includes being courteous and respectful in actions and interactions. Most instructors stated overtly that they expected students to be respectful and courteous, saying that they expect students to demonstrate “respect” and a “high level of courtesy” and that “being rude” is unacceptable. Instructors described a wide range of disrespectful behaviors; one instructor gave the example of inappropriate jokes in the gross anatomy lab saying, “I don’t think any of these people donated their bodies to science so that people could make jokes about them.” Other examples were “blurting something out in class that’s not respectful” and “something that’s really tacky said inappropriately” and “gossip about another instructor, another student, just saying things that would be incredibly divisive [and] in an inappropriate forum.” Many more clear cut examples of disrespectful behavior were given such as sleeping in class, talking among themselves while the instructor is lecturing, passing notes, texting while in class, and surfing the internet while in class.

Appropriate Communication
A majority of the instructors interviewed stated overtly that professional behavior includes being skillful communicators and communicating appropriately. Instructors expected students to have “good communication skills” to “take responsibility for communicating well” and to use a “more formal” communication style. Instructors acknowledged that appropriate communication is setting-dependent and they expected students to be able to recognize this. Knowing when it was safe to “vent” or complain versus when it was inappropriate was listed as an important characteristic. Foul language or colloquialisms were additional examples of unacceptable communication. One instructor noted that communication has a clinical connection saying, “if you are talking about politics to your patients...and your patient is conservative or quite religious, you know it can interfere with your ability to deliver appropriate physical therapy.”

Appropriate Attire
All but one instructor identified dressing appropriately as an important professional behavior. One instructor defined appropriate dress as “basically conservative, that you should dress conservatively because we are working with people from a lot of different countries, different backgrounds....” Dressing appropriately was described as “very basic,” but “if that’s missing, you are not
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Professional behavior is different as [the role as an educator is to let students know when they’re not doing well and that includes on the interpersonal professional side, even though it’s not in the syllabus.]


Participation
Half of the participants in this study articulated an expectation that students participate in class noting that “to exhibit professional behavior, a student needs to participate in the classroom experience, which means that the student needs to talk in small group discussions and when they are asked questions, they need to respond in a thoughtful manner” and “when they are part of a group, pull their weight.” One instructor described an unprofessional student as one who does not participate in class.

Conscious Modeling
All but one instructor indicated that they consciously model professional behavior as a way to convey information about appropriate professional behavior. For example, “I guess if I think about this the way you do it more than anything is by example” and “Well, I guess we all try and model professional behavior, and “I know that I try and do that” and “this is nothing new, but you’ve got to model it.” Instructors hoped to model behavior consistent with what they expected from their students. For example, “You’re asking your students to be on time for an outside lab, you can’t be late. You’re having a bad day; your students shouldn’t know one way or the other.” Instructors saw modeling as an effective tool noting “It really is amazing how students kind of mimic your behavior” and “you know the faculty performing professional behaviors that the students become proud of and may possibly want to emulate to some degree is really helpful.” Several instructors commented that they felt that there is room for faculty improvement in this area. “As a profession, we have to model professionalism, and I am not thinking of anyone specifically, but over the years I have cringed on several occasions when the [inappropriate] behaviors of colleagues in the classroom became apparent.”

Clear Expectations and Feedback
All Instructors stated that they attempt to convey information about appropriate professional behavior to students by making their expectations clear and giving feedback to students about their behavior. Most instructors cited their syllabus as one way that they made their expectations clear. Additionally, they described many instances of giving both general and specific information about their expectations; for example, “When I send them out on observations I say ‘make sure you call the day before so everybody knows that you are expected and talk to your clinical instructor prior to showing up’.”

Clear Expectations and Feedback
Instructors cited a variety of ways that they give feedback including reprimanding the student at the time the behavior occurs, pulling the student aside later and providing feedback privately, and verbal and non-verbal cues. Some instructors indicated that over the years they have changed saying, “much more I will confront a student in direct ways where as in the past I probably would not” and “…part of my role as an educator is to let students know when they’re not doing well and that includes on the interpersonal professional side, even though it’s not in the syllabus.”

Professional Behavior is Not Graded
All but two instructors did not assign a specific component of the grade for their course to professional behavior. Several instructors indicated that they were uncomfortable with the notion of grading professional behavior because they thought it was too subjective, saying, “one person interprets what is unprofessional when another doesn’t.” and “I think the problem is trying to measure it.” Most instructors noted that professional behavior was handled for better or for worse at the department level as opposed to the individual course level, although they did not always think this was satisfactory. For example, “you have to, in essence, call a major foul and bring somebody in, [which] really makes it [the inappropriate behavior] a high level before that [the consequence] is triggered.” Several instructors felt they captured some component of professional behavior by giving points for things such as participation and grading students down on assignments when they were not turned in on time. The two instructors who did grade professional behavior did this by giving a pre-determined amount of points at the beginning of the semester and then taking off points if unprofessional behavior occurred.

Document Review
Syllabi analysis revealed that all syllabi contained a statement regarding academic integrity, and all but one contained a general statement somewhere in the document that students would be expected to behave professionally in the course. Three of these general references referred students to the student handbook, institutional policy and procedures, or the Generic Abilities for a more detailed description of professional behavior.
The majority of the syllabi did not specifically address the behavioral themes that emerged during interviews with the participants. While four syllabi gave detailed information about attendance expectations, only two syllabi specifically stated that students were expected to be on time. These same two syllabi also specifically mentioned that students were expected to show respect, and that they were expected to participate fully in class. Additionally, one syllabus noted that students were expected to communicate appropriately, and one syllabus noted that students were expected to dress appropriately. Two syllabi included course objectives specifically identified as related to professional behavior, and only one syllabus associated a component of the grade with professional behavior. In this instance, the syllabi clearly stated that a student who did not meet professional behavior expectations would fail the course. Three syllabi that did not specifically include a professional behavior grade did include class participation grades.

DISCUSSION
The classroom setting for allied health professional educational programs, and for physical therapist educational programs specifically, is more structured than a clinical setting. As a result, the formal academic component of training provides an excellent venue for teaching professional behavior and for remediation of unacceptable professional behavior. The mean length in weeks of academic instruction in physical therapist educational programs in the United States was 35.9 weeks. In contrast, the mean length in weeks of full-time clinical education in those same programs during the same time was 35.9 weeks. On average, there is almost two and a half times the hours of classroom instruction when compared to clinical instruction, and this substantial opportunity to influence the behavior of students should not be overlooked.

Lack of Clarity and Confidence Regarding Professional Behavior Standards
Despite the acknowledged interest in professionalism among allied health practitioners and the substantial teaching opportunity that the classroom represents, participants in this study still considered it hard to define professional behavior and were also reluctant to grade professional behavior. Wolff-Burke et al proposed that faculty do not assess professional behavior because they believe that the behavior is someone else’s problem, they lack confidence in the accuracy of the observed behavior, and they perceive a lack of support from the institution. The results of this study add legitimacy to this proposal. Several participants in this study expressed directly that they felt uncomfortable judging what was acceptable professional behavior noting, “I think the problem is trying to measure it” and “how do you quantify it, you know? How many points do you take off for what behavior? It’s...very subjective in nature.” While participants in this study did not overtly state that they felt that professional behavior was someone else’s problem, they did express a lack of clarity as to who ultimately should deal with unacceptable professional behavior in the classroom when their initial efforts at remediation failed. Although participants in this study did not overtly state that they perceived a lack of support from the institution, they expressed the notion that systems in place did not always meet their needs in terms of responding to behavioral issues. It is notable that instructors expressed these reservations even though there are frameworks available that were developed expressly for the purpose of defining and assessing professional behavior in physical therapist educational programs. This suggests that current models may not be easily applicable to students in the educational setting when attempting to evaluate what is appropriate on a daily basis for students in a classroom setting.

The lack of confidence in the consistency of professional behavior expectations among faculty may not be warrantied. The themes identified in this study were consistent with behaviors described in five of the seven APTA Core Values, the existing description of professional behavior for physical therapists in the United States. Additionally, the results of this study are consistent with previous work. In a survey of physical therapy educators, Davis reported concerns about tardiness, violation of dress code, and disrespect for others. These concerns are consistent with three of the themes identified in this study: being on time, dressing appropriately, and interacting with courtesy and respect. More recent work by Chipchase et al sought to identify characteristics that indicated a student was well prepared for clinical learning. Although this study involved the perceptions of clinical educators, it has particular relevance to this project because the clinical educators described characteristics that students should demonstrate at the beginning of the clinical learning experience; in other words, the characteristics that students should have developed during the didactic portion of their education. Among the themes identified in this study, three were considered more important than others: willingness, professionalism, and personal attributes. Two characteristics within these themes, willingness to participate in learning and appropriate dress, are consistent with two themes identified in this study, appropriate attire and participation.

Modeling and feedback
Participants in this study identified two main methods that they use in the classroom to convey information about professional behavior. First, they consciously model the behavior they expect from students. Wolff-Burke et al suggest that role modeling is so important that faculty who are unwilling to model appropriate behavior should not be teaching students in physical therapy educational programs. Wolf-Burke et al. further suggests that failure to consciously role model appropriate professional
behavior represents a potentially important lost opportunity to teach students about professional behavior using a process that has been described as transcending lecture.\textsuperscript{26} Bringing to light the importance of role modeling and consciously assessing and employing this potentially powerful tool to improve professional behavior performance could have important positive consequences for educators and professionals.

Second, participants reported that they give students information about their expectations followed by feedback on student performance when necessary. This description is consistent with explicit teaching.\textsuperscript{26} Explicit teaching is characterized as communicating expectations and giving constructive criticism to students about professional behaviors.\textsuperscript{30} Although participants in this study indicated that they give feedback, they were not always specific about when that feedback occurred. Feedback about professional behaviors must be immediate. Silence when unprofessional behavior occurs sends a strong message of acceptance that cannot be overcome no matter how detailed a description of acceptable behavior exists on paper.\textsuperscript{26} The absence of feedback in the face of unacceptable behavior has been described as fairly commonplace in educational settings. Ignoring this behavior in the educational setting is not without consequence and may contribute to later difficulties for students.\textsuperscript{34}

**Incremental consequences**

No examples of incremental consequences for unacceptable professional behavior were identified in this study. While almost every course syllabus reviewed in this study contained a statement requiring that students behave professionally, clear information about the consequences of inadequate professional behavior was notably absent. Conversely, information on academic performance was covered in significant detail. Participants in this study indicated that they are not always sure what to do with students who do not respond to their classroom interventions for unacceptable professional behavior when the only formal process available involved inappropriately serious consequences, such as dismissal. Giving feedback at the classroom level when unacceptable behavior occurs and imposing consequences incrementally, as opposed to reserving consequences for particularly grievous breaches of behavior, ensures that students are treated fairly and gives them an opportunity to improve prior to the implementation of serious consequences.

**LIMITATIONS**

While the method of recruitment used in this study allowed participants to maintain a certain degree of privacy regarding their participation and may have fostered candid expression, it confined data collection to the actual participants. No data were collected regarding the number of qualified subjects who did not participate. Additionally, the majority of the participants in this study were between 50 and 55 years of age, representing only one generation. The attitudes and expectations of this generation with respect to professional behavior standards may not be representative of younger generations.

**CONCLUSION**

Participants in this study recognized that professional behavior in the classroom is important and that inappropriate behavior in the classroom is difficult to address. A lack of consistency regarding professional behavior expectations emerged as a concern; however, the themes that emerged in this study are consistent with existing descriptions of professional behavior, and these concerns may be unwarranted. Modeling and explicit teaching emerged as the two strategies used by participants for conveying information about professional behavior. The clinical setting and the classroom setting are very different, and there is a need for investigations that address professional behavior specifically in the classroom. Equally valuable would be research that proposes and investigates the effectiveness of models for addressing professional behavior in the classroom other than self-assessment and reflection. Finally, it would be useful to investigate whether increased awareness of existing descriptions of professional behavior that are consistent with faculty perceptions might increase the ability of faculty to address professional behavior in the classroom setting.
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APPENDIX A
1. How do you define professional behavior?
2. What are your expectations of students in terms of professional behavior?
3. Can you give some examples of student behaviors that would not meet your expectations in terms of professional behavior?
4. Can you give some examples of student behaviors that would meet or exceed your expectations in terms of professional behavior?
5. What are your suggestions or thoughts about teaching professional behavior?
6. What are your thoughts about assessing professional behavior?
7. How does student performance in the area of professional behavior affect a student in your course?
8. Is there anything else that you would like to comment about?